Camille Mech
Executive Bio
Camille Mech is the founder of IdeaMine, a strategy
and innovation consultancy for companies and
people who want to leave the status quo behind and
pursue the truly remarkable.
Camille’s specialty is bringing together ideas and
stakeholders to shape an exceptional vision and
bring it to life. This approach has shifted the
fortunes of both individuals and organizations. As a
strategist, a speaker, and a coach, she has built her
own businesses, transformed the performance of clients, and along the way inspired a multitude
of true believers.
The journey to IdeaMine wasn’t easy. Her early success as an international business executive
and owner/designer of a luxury accessories brand came to a halt when Camille was stricken with
disease. Bed-ridden for ten years, she disregarded conventional wisdom to tenaciously research
and test solutions. Finally, she healed herself and now is a model for others facing this disease.
Her experience with resurrection guides her approach to life and work. Known for fearlessness
and never giving up in the face of adversity, she mobilizes others to make big, bold changes in
their lives, their workplaces, and the world. She shows others how to influence opinions and
communicate the value of themselves and their ideas.
The outcomes are remarkable: personal and professional growth, business performance, and
cultural movements on the national and global stage. We welcome you to join us!
IdeaMine | www.ideamine.com
Business Strategist

>>

Fuels business potential through Leadership Coaching, Brand
Strategy, Culture Development, and Innovation & Growth
Strategies.

Innovator

>>

Educator

>>

Speaker & Facilitator

>>

Leads MODA, a curated luxury shopping experience that draws
inspiration from each individual’s archetypes.
Through a series of online courses, equips rising stars and peak
performers with the foundational tools to build personal brands
and become influencers.
Delivers stirring and upbeat talks on topics including the power of
creatives, the intersection of creativity and technology, women’s
leadership, and knowing your full value.

